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‘Undeliverable Mail Addressed to Commercial Mail Receiving Agency’
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This Nov. �, 20�3 domestic US letter was mailed to an ad-
dress that was crossed out with a marker, and the manuscript 
word ‘Homewise’ was placed. The letter than became ‘UNDE-
LIVERABLE / COMMERCIAL MAIL RECEIVING AGENCY / NO 
AUTHORIZATION TO RECEIVE / MAIL FOR THIS ADDRESSEE’ 
(see marking shown full-sized at the right).

I could not get a good explanation for this item from the 
USPS, but Jim Forte was able to tell me that from his experience, 
the USPS will not forward mail addressed to a commercial POB 
such as those at Mail Boxes Etc. or apparently Homewise. In fact 
this rule is corroborated by Section D042.2.7 of the July 7, �997 

DMM that I have at my disposal. It was interesting and frustrat-
ing to me that the postmaster at my local post office was unable 
to tell me this, although he did point out that post offices were no 
longer supposed to use pointing hands or to obliterate addresses 
on undeliverable mail.
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Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

I’m sending this newsletter to all members I have on my Janu-
ary �, 20�4 membership list, whether or not you have renewed. 
If you have not renewed, please do so (for a late renewal, $�8.00 
due). You can renew through our website, using Paypal, or pay 
our secretary directly at his address above. Thanks.

I continue to be very pleased that the variety of auxiliary mark-
ings out there that have yet to be discovered and/or published. 
The list seems to be almost endless and allows for the continued 
publication of new and interesting markings in our newsletter.

Gary Hendron, our loyal Treasurer for all of the ten + years the 
Auxiliary Markings Club has been active, has written an interest-
ing article for our readers in this Auxiliary Markings issue on the 
subject of auxiliary markings relating to the Rural Free Delivery 
Service. This service has been around for over �00 years and 
continues to be a very active part of the services supplied by the 
USPS. The markings that have resulted are often uncommonly 

seen and thus make up a nice presentation as an article.
This is the first article written for us by Gary, and I thank him 

for the membership. This is a good time to ask those of you out 
there who have not felt the urge to write for any philatelic publica-
tion including this newsletter to consider writing for us. Such an 
article can include a brief discussion of a single cover with a single 
unusual marking or a longer article about a series of markings. 
Finally, if you have a collection of markings related to a single 
subject, and you don’t have the time or energy to put together an 
article but can snail mail or email me images of the covers with 
the markings, I will be more than pleased to (a) write an article 
after (b) getting the markings ready for publication.

Note that the first type of article commonly finds itself into 
Auxiliary Markings because a reader finds a remarkable marking 
that they have never seen and in particular have never seen in 
our newletter. 

‘THE POST / THE BEST CHOICE’
by Terence Hines

This recent cover from Trinidad and Tobago is an interesting 
piece because it appears to be attempting to buck the recent trend 
of decreasing post office mails use. Presumably, this marking 
shown actual-size at the right is a Trinidad and Tobago Post Of-
fice Department marking that suggests that people should use the 
mails rather than some other means of communication.
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Unibomber Induced Markings
by Kent Koberstein

I can’t recall these labels being shown in Auxiliary 
Markings, and thought they would be of interest to the 
members.  A scan is attached.  The label with the aircraft 
is 2 �/2” x 2”, the label with the type is 3 �5/�6” x � 
7/�6”. 

A friend tried to sent me a Priority Mail flat from Chi-
cago shortly before Christmas.  She was visiting Chicago, 
and used her Washington, DC, PO Box as the return ad-
dress.  The franking was three two-dollar Inverted Jenny 
stamps, which were not cancelled.  

Apparently the item was over the �3-ounce limit for 
pieces franked with stamps and not presented at a post 
office.

The flat was returned to sender at the PO Box on 
the return address, with two interesting labels attached.  
The blue horizontal label indicated restrictions on mail 
for security reasons.  The label with the aircraft graphic 
alerted postal personnel that the flat was not to be handled 
as air mail.
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Digitized Daily Bulletins May Have Your Answers
by Joe H. Crosby

I was looking at a picture post card (Fig. �) of 2 lovely ladies 
and a little boy on a porch in cyanotype photo process labeled 5-9-
�907 Eschite, Okla. It is clearly postmarked (Fig. 2) Aug. �0, �907 
from Eschite, Okla. which is slightly more than 3 months before 
Oklahoma became a state.  I look it up in my trusty Oklahoma Post 
Offices by Richard W. Helbock and find that Eschite was spelled 
by the post office as Eschita and had its post office established 
Oct. 3�, �907, in what is today Tillman County, Oklahoma.

Figure �: Cyanotype photo post card taken in Eschite, Okla-
homa (Territory) May 9, �907.

Tillman County was organized at statehood on Nov. �6, �907 
out of Comanche County.  But my post card was canceled 6 weeks 
earlier than Helbock shows the post office existed. 

That told me something was wrong, but what?  Is it a fake 
cancel?  Is the Helbock data wrong?  And what about this spell-
ing difference?  I looked in Oklahoma Place Names by George 
Shirk and found the same date of post office establishment, Oct. 
3�, �907 and also spelled with an “A”.  However, Shirk noted the 
place was named for Eschiti, a Comanche medicine man.  So the 
Indian’s name ends in “I”, the post office records referred to by 
Shirk and Helbock list the post office name ends in “A” and my 
postmark ends in “E”.   That certainly cleared thing up!   

Figure 2. - Aug. �0, �907 4 bar cancel Eschite, Oklahoma

Figure 3: White Eagle (Eschiti) Second Chief of the Coman-
ches - Medicine Man of ‘The People’.

So, I refer to the Official Postal Guides in my library and find 
the earliest mention of Eschite post office in Comanche County 
is in my July �907 guide.

That means it was established sometime between Dec. �, �906 
and Jun 25, �907 (and well before Shirk and Helbock were telling 
me). I check my next earliest Postal Guide which happens to be 
March �907 and Eschite is not listed.  So I have narrowed the date 
to sometime between Feb. 25, �907 and Jun. 25, �907.  

Next I go to the digital Daily Postal Bulletins and select that 
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exact daily time period.  Up comes a listing and I start my daily 
search.  Fortunately, I elect to start at Feb. 25 and when I get to 
Apr. 3, �907 ---I strike paydirt !!!!

Eschite, Comanche Co. Special from Chattanooga,
�2 ma. N. [�2 mar 07]

Now I know that Eschite post office, with an “E”, was estab-
lished March �2, �907 and that my post card canceled in August, 
�907 is perfectly legitimate. Shirk and Helbock were simply 
wrong. 

Before digitizing the Daily Postal Bulletins, this would have 
been impossible for me to access in Oklahoma. Down the road, 
when the Official Postal Guides are digitized, I could have nar-
rowed my search with access to copies of the March and April 

Postal Guides that would have shown Eschite established between 
Feb. 25, �907 and Mar. 25, �907, thereby eliminating April, May 
and June Daily Bulletins from the hunt.   

This is just one example of a very valuable use of the digitized 
Daily Postal Bulletins in postal history research.   I am sure others 
will find even more exciting uses. (Editor’s comment: Joe refers 
to eventual digitizing of the US Official Postal Guides. As Joe 
indicates, these were not only published yearly but also as supple-
ments on a quarterly and monthly basis. As Joe intimates, these 
supplements contained post office establishment, etc. information 
in them, information that was in addition to what is found in the 
yearly volumes. I am presently working with the USPS and the 
APRL in an effort to digitize these Guides. At this time I cannot 
predict when this will occur.)    

 

Follow-up of Registered and Special Delivery Markings from Last Newsletter
by Merle Farrington

I went through my covers and found an interesting and de-
tailed Special Delivery marking that has not been shown in our 
newsletter before. I also located five Registered markings, three 
duplicates of those Dennis Ladd showed and two new examples. 
All markings are shown actual-size.

The Special Delivery marking is a quite complex advertise-
ment for both the Special Delivery service and the Air Mail 
service. It’s interesting that this marking was placed on an air 
mail cover.

    

      
             �942 - Morristown, New Jersey

For the Registration markings, I first show the new ones. The 
first one is very similar to the fourth found in the first column on 
page 9 except that the letter pattern is somewhat different and the 
first four digits are printed while the last three are written.

        
  �939 - New York, New York

The next one is very similar to the second example in the first 
column on page �0.

  
  �934 - San Jose, California

The other three examples are duplicates to examples in the 
Ladd article except for new cities. The first two duplicate the 
example on page 5, at the bottom of column 1: 1911 Springfield, 
MA; and �939 Bronson, IA. The third duplicates the example on 
page 7, column �, second one down: �937 Glendale, CA.

President’s Message
by Ralph H. Nafziger

 Seven philatelists participated in our “Show and Tell” session 
at AmeriStampExpo in Little Rock in February. Items from crash 
covers and an American Airlines ‘body bag’ containing an unex-
ploded unibomber package to another ‘Treat as Waste’ postcard 
were shared. Other markings included ‘Keep Dry,’ referring to 
liquor sales, ‘zoned’ (a top letter in a group of mail), ‘morning 
mail,’ censored POW camp mail, returned from Sweden in Swed-
ish, and strike covers. Thanks go to Hank Berthelot, Joe Crosby, 
Mark Goodson, Ralph Nafziger, and Ken Nilsestuen for describing 
their covers to the group.

Our next event is the annual meeting at March Party in Cleve-
land, April ��-�3, 20�4 at the LaVilla Conference and Banquet 
Center, ��500 Brookpark Road. The Board of Directors will meet 
on Friday, April �� at 4 p.m. in the Center. The general membership 
meeting and “Show and Tell” is scheduled for Saturday, April �2 
at �� a.m. in the Center. Regis Hoffman will present a seminar on 

“Private Auxiliary Markings on Hollywood Fan Mail” at 2 p.m. 
on April �2. Several auxiliary markings exhibits will be featured 
at the show. We will have a table, and we are planning an informal 
dinner on Friday evening, April �� at a nearby restaurant. I hope 
that as many of you as possible will attend these events. Help at 
our table also would be appreciated.

Future annual meetings are scheduled for ROPEX, May �5-�7, 
20�5 in Rochester, NY; for the Southeast Stamp Exposition, Janu-
ary 29-3�, 20�6 in Norcross, GA; and for the Sarasota National 
Stamp Exposition, February 3-5, 20�7.

I thank Vice-President Dennis Ladd for his 20�3 update of the 
index to Auxiliary Markings. This document is available on our 
website www.postal-markings.org

If you have an auxiliary markings exhibit and would like to 
make it available through our exhibit copying service, please 
contact me.
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Screen Writers Guild Auxiliary Markings on Fan Mail
by Regis Hoffman and Thomas Richards

The authors have collected Hollywood fan mail for over a 
decade, and especially enjoy classifying the myriad of private 
auxiliary markings on fan mail, primarily from movie studios, 
publicity agencies and other organizations associated with the 
movie industry. This culminated in the first Auxiliary Markings 
Club monograph which illustrates and catalogs over 70 types of 

These handstamps are in a class of forwarding markings that 
re-routed errant fan mail from one studio or publicity agency to 
the correct address (this is indicated by the “FWD” in the type 
identifier). For example, a fan might guess at the address of a star 
and send it to the incorrect studio or publicity agency. These mark-
ings were applied to supply the correct address. It is difficult to 
precisely determine who applied the forwarding marks, as errant 

Marking ERD LRD Addressed to
General Artists-FWD-� Oct �960 Only one reported Screen Actors Guild
MCA-FWD-� Aug �, �960 Only one reported Screen Actors Guild
UFM-FWD-� Dec �959 April 2�, �972 Screen Actors Guild (9)    

Viacom (2)
PAR-FWD-2 Feb 23, �960 Only one reported Screen Actors Guild

Type: General Artists-FWD-�
Type: MCA-FWD-�

Type: UFM-FWD-� Type: PAR-FWD-2

fan mail could bounce from studio to studio (we have examples 
of fan mail forwarded to at least three different studios). 

The table summarizes the range of dates (Earliest and Latest 
Recorded) for these four forwarding marks, as well as the organiza-
tion the cover is addressed. Note the relative scarcity. Collectively 
we have examined over 20,000 fan mail covers, and only �4 have 
these types of markings.

handstamps associated with Hollywood fan mail.�

Looking at some covers in a new way prompts us to postulate 
a theory about a certain style of auxiliary markings that are quite 
scarce. These are illustrated below, together with the catalog 
number assigned to them. 
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We note some common features:

�. All are very large and in roughly the same type font 
– most forwarding markings are much smaller

2. They all began use in the late �950s to early �960s

3. A majority are on letters addressed to the Screen Actors 
Guild (SAG), which is the union representing motion picture 
performers

The mid-�950s is an important time period in Hollywood fan 
mail history. Prior to this, most stars worked under the “contract 
system” where they were under contract to a particular Hollywood 
studio. As a consequence, fans writing to their favorite star would 
address it in care of the contract studio which had dedicated fan 
mail departments to process and reply to fan letters. However, in 
the mid-�950s, the contract system was waning, and stars became 
free to work on films at any studio. Now the fan mail writers were 
unsure of where to address their letters. We note an increased 
amount of fan mail addressed to stars in care of the Screen Actors 
Guild during this time period. The fan did not know where the 
star was working, but surely the actors union did!

Our theory is that the Screen Actors Guild was steadily receiv-
ing increasingly large amounts of fan mail, and needed a range 
of handstamps to forward the mail. The boldness and impressive 
size of the handstamps may be indicative of the general annoyance 
these mis-addressed fan letters caused as someone employed by 
the SAG had to sort this large quantity of fan mail.

The two examples addressed to Viacom (this being the tele-
vision syndication division of CBS) can be explained in two 
ways:

�. Viacom forwarded the letters (in these examples, the let-
ters are to actor Don Adams famous for his roll as Agent Maxwell 
Smart in the television situation comedy Get Smart) to the Screen 
Actors Guild who forwarded it again after applying the handstamp, 

From To Date Star
Finland SAG June 5, �962 Audrey Hepburn
Canada SAG April �3, �972 Steve McQueen
Britain SAG May 8, �963 T(y) Hardon (sic) (Hardin)
Israel SAG April 2�, �963 Gregory Peck
Israel SAG April 22, �963 Shirley MacLaine
Canada SAG Oct 23, �963 George Zaharias
Yugoslavia SAG Nov �0, �966 Fabian
Finland SAG April 30, �963 Elizabeth Taylor

United Fan Mail Markings
(Type UFM-FWD-1

OR

2. These handstamps were supplied to more than the Screen 
Actors Guild (in this case Viacom also had them).

Given the small sample size, we cannot yet make a definitive 
statement, but we lean toward explanation #�.

Also of note is the newly recorded forwarding mark to Para-
mount Studios (assigned the type PAR-FWD-2). This is shown 
on a cover addressed to the Italian actress Sophia Loren in care 
of the Screen Actors Guild.

 

Figure �.  First recorded example of PAR-FWD-2 marking.

�. Hoffman, Regis and Richards, Thomas, “Private Auxiliary 
Markings on Hollywood Fan Mail,” Auxiliary Markings Club, 
20�0.
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The Dec. �6, 2002 up-to-two-ounce airmail letter ($�.70 post-
age for this) shown here carries an unusual marking that probably 
relates to the anthrax scare of 200�-2009. First, though, the Japa-
nese marking over the address and shown to the upper left says: 
‘The forwarding time for this package has expired and should be 
returned to the sender.’ The French marking below it essentially 
says the same thing.

As per the Richard Martorelli article 
in the July 20�2 newsletter, because this 
flat originated from a US Government 

‘SANITIZED’ Mail - What Does It Mean?
by Dennis Ladd

agency in Washington, DC relatively soon after the Oct. �, 200� 
anthrax scare, items to and from government agencies were still 
being irradiated with X-rays and thus the ‘MAIL SANITIZED’ 
marking. 

The cover is reduced in size but not the auxiliary markings.

This up-to-one-ounce Feb. �4, �964 domestic surface letter 
was paid at the 5¢/oz rate. The manuscript notes on it that are not 
completely decipherable to me suggest that the addressee in one 
manner or another could not be determined. 

The letter was opened, perhaps in an attempt to discern the 
addressee. When this could not be done, the letter was returned 
to the Post Office. There, perhaps the carrier supplied the unusual 
marking ‘Opened by parties / unknown by P.M.’  This is, in my 
experience, an unusual marking for this situation, as usually we 
see something like ‘Opened by Mistake.’ 

Also, as usual, because the letter was mistakenly opened, offi-
cial seals were used to close it. Note that not only was it opened, but 

‘Opened by parties / unknown by P.M.’
by Dennis Ladd

it was opened roughly (a not uncommon fact in my experience), 
and so an unusual number of seals needed to be used.

In addition, there are at least two manuscript markings placed 
(one crossed out) that suggest that unsuccessful attempt(s) at 
forwarding the letter was/were also made. However, eventually, 
all attempts at reaching the addressee failed, and the letter was 
returned to sender as addressee was ‘Unknown.’

The cover is reduced in size but not the auxiliary markings.
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Auxiliary Markings on R. F. D. Mail
by Gary Hendron

The vast majority of mail delivered in the Rural Free Delivery 
(RFD) system was correctly addressed to a rural route number 
and so was deliverable. However, occasional and therefore inter-
esting examples were not addressed correctly and thus acquired 
interesting auxiliary markings. This article will illustrate a number 
of them. 

First, though, what is the RFD system? Until the late �9th 
century, residents of rural areas had to either travel to a distant post 
office to pick up their mail, or else pay for delivery by a private 
carrier. Postmaster General John Wanamaker was ardently in favor 
of RFD, along with many thousands of Americans living in rural 
communities. Much support for the introduction of a nationwide 
rural mail delivery service came from the The National Grange 
of the Order of Patrons of Husbandry.

Fayette County in east-central Indiana may be the birthplace 
of Rural Free Delivery. Milton Trusler, a leading farmer in the 
county, began advocating the idea in �880; as the president of the 
Indiana Grange, he spoke to farmers statewide frequently over the 
following sixteen years.

The Post Office Department first experimented with the idea of 
rural mail delivery on October �, �89� to determine the viability 
of RFD. They began with five routes covering ten miles, 33 years 
after free delivery in cities had begun. The first routes to receive 
RFD during its experimental phase were in Jefferson County, West 
Virginia, near Charles Town, Halltown, and Uvilla.

Legislation by U.S. Congressman Thomas E. Watson of Geor-
gia mandated the practice, and RFD finally became an official 
service in �896. That year, 82 rural routes were put into operation. 
A massive undertaking, nationwide RFD service took several 
years to implement and remains the “biggest and most expensive 
endeavor” ever instituted by the U.S. postal service.The service 
has grown steadily. 

Basic RFD markings that indicate the rural route that 
should have been placed in the address:

The first type of RFD marking is one that was used to ascertain 
to which route the incompletely addressed RFD letter was mailed. 
It is assumed that such incompletely addressed items were passed 
around among rural route carriers. In this case, atypically, in my 
experience, the type of mark seen on the �907 post card to Green-
ville, IL in Figure � was used where, somehow, the exact route 
was known (‘R.F.D. Route No �’), and it was handstamped on the 
card. Throughout this article the markings are shown actual-size, 
while when covers are shown, they are reduced in size.

  

   Figure �

More typically, when the rural route was not found in the 
address on the item, a marking showing multiple possible routes 
was placed on the letter, and it was then passed around with the 
hope that the addressee and his route would be known. Figure 
2 shows such a circumstance for a �907 post card addressed to 
Ashland, Ohio. As is frequently seen, since it was often not clear 
whether the address was in the route of a city carrier or an RFD 
carrier, two handstamps, one for each type of carrier were placed. 
As noted by the manuscrpt ‘RFD 6,’ the correct rural route was 
determined, and the post card was correctly delivered.

 

     Figure 2

The list that follows shows some additional examples of these 
straightforward markings. There are surprisingly few of them 
known. Note the single ones make sense but some the multiple 
examples are confusing as one would expect that one number 
might be circled on them, indicating that one RFD route was the 
correct one. Both RFD and City/RFD combinations are shown.

                         Bristol, CT �905

                         Ashland, OH �907
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        Molene, IL �908

 Hillsdale, MI �9�4

         Indianapolis, IN �9�4

  

     Union, ME �9�5

 Hillsdale, MI �92�

  

   Bennington, VT �967

      Porstmouth (sic), NH �97?

RFD markings that indicate the 
various rural routes that are ‘Not for’ or 
‘Not on’ the particular rural address:

A much more common type of RFD 
marking on misaddressed RFD mail is one 
that indicates that the person addressed is 
Not for or Not on a group of routes. Usu-
ally this refers to a group of rural routes, 
but examples exist for both carrier and 
rural routes in a particular city.

What I find remarkable is that consid-
ering that these markings indicate that a 
letter is misaddressed, there are remark-
able few examples of a type of marking 
such as: ‘Have your mail addressed to 
your R.F.D. number,’ such as the one for 
Medina, OH now shown.

 

       Medina, OH ?date?

Before listing the large number of ‘Not 
for’ an and ‘Not on’ markings here are two 
uses. First shown, in Figure 3, is a �93� 
post card to Belmont, MA, where there 
is a ‘Not Route handstamp with 30 rural 
routes listed. 

Figure 3

In Figure 4 is illustrated a �9�� post 
card to Shenendoah, IA that has ‘Not for 
Carrier No, 2.’ and ‘Not for R.D. No. �, 2, 
3, 4, 5.’ Handstamps.

Figure 4
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The list that follows shows additional 
examples of these ‘Not’ and ‘Not on’ 
markings. There is quite of variety of 
these, mainly for RFD routes but some for 
both city carrier and RFD routes.

 

             Salem, OR �906

  

         South Haven, MI �906

     
        South Haven, MI �906

        Wilmington, OH �908

             Toledo, OH �909

             Toledo, OH �909

             Toledo, OH �909

             Germantown �909
     

  

     

            Marion, OH �9�0

            Marion, OH �9�0

  

  Hutchinson, KS �9��

          

           New Voltz, NY �9��

            Shenandoah, IA �9��

            Shenandoah, IA �9��

 

                 Xenia, OH �9��

              Cleveland, OH �9�2

         Loganport, IN �9�2

  

         Schenectady, NY �9�2

           Peru, IN �9�3

          Three Rivers, MI �9�4

   Brattleboro, VT �9�?

              Ardmore, OK �9??

              Ardmore, OK �9??

     
 

             Sycamore, IL �92�

     Sycamore, IL �92�

              Detroit, MI �923

      Belmont, MA �93�

      Webster City, IA �94�

      Fivesville, WV �948

      Westchester, PA �952

      Concord, NH �972
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RFD markings that indicate that an addressee is ‘Un-
known’:

The marking ‘Unknown’ is an uncommon one that is probably 
similar to ‘Not for,’ etc. Figure 5 shows a �955 Willoughby, OH 
example and is followed by a few other examples.

   Figure 5

         
       Jamestown, NY �9�2

  
          Milton, PA �908

           Milton, PA �908

         
         Waukegan, IL �953

        
   Newcastle, PA �956

RFD markings that indicate that a rural address has ‘No 
Box’:

This very uncommon marking is interesting to me because 
almost all postal documents aggressively discuss the need for a 
mail box, and describe them in detail. Figure 6 illustrates a �9�3 
Lundhurst, NJ use of this marking and is followed by two other 
examples of this seldom seen marking.

   Figure 6

  
          Houston, TX �9�4 

  
          Butler, PA �952

Unusual RFD markings that are not readily characterized, 
but are quite interesting:

As mentioned earlier, these (first 2) rarely seen marking types 
are ones that you would expect to see more often, but don’t.

 
        Dayton, TN �907

     Atlantic PO, OH �908

                            Shelbyville, IN �9��

         
                            Wellsville, VA �9�9

           
                   East Toledo, OH �957

       
                          Moline, IL �960


